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6

Abstract7

The algorithmic-time complexity of some problems connected with linear polynomials and8

coprimeness relation on natural numbers is under consideration in the paper.We regard two9

easily stated problems. The first one is on the consistency in natural numbers from the interval10

of a linear coprimeness system. This problem is proved to be NP-complete. The second one is11

on the consistency in natural numbers of a linear coprimeness and discoprimeness system for12

polynomials with not greater than one non-zero coefficient. This problem is proved to be13

NP-hard.Then the complexity of some existential theories of natural numbers with14

coprimeness is considered. These theories are in some sense intermediate between the15

existential Presburger arithmetic and the existential Presburger arithmetic with divisibility.16

17

Index terms— NP, NP-completeness, NP-hardness, coprimeness of values of linear polynomials, simultaneous18
divisibility of linear polynomials, existential theories w19

1 I. Introduction20

he proof of NP-hardness of a certain computational problem gives us rather strong assurance of the absence of any21
polynomial-time algorithm for this problem. Hence, the existence of such proof gives us not only theoretical but22
also an important practical result for a working programmer. On the other hand, number-theoretical relations23
like divisibility or coprimeness of integers provides us one of the most natural languages for stating computational24
problems. We thus come to the study of the algorithmic-time complexity of the decision problems for various25
subclasses of arithmetic which are sometimes referred as weak arithmetics (see [16]). These reasons motivate the26
appearance of this paper.27

The problem of integer linear programming (ILP) is well-known and one of the first to be proved NPcomplete28
(see, [2] and [6], problem MP1). It can be regarded as a problem of consistency in non-negative integers of a29
system of linear equations with integer coefficients. In the sense of the weak arithmetics complexity this result30
can be interpreted as the NP-T completeness of the decision problem for the existential Presburger Arithmetic31
?Th??;+,=,0,1? (abbreviated as ?PA). The decidability of Presburger Arithmetic is a classical result [15] and the32
complexity of its subclasses is studied rather extensively. For example, the paper [7] completes the classification of33
the time-complexity results corresponding fixed number of quantifier alternations and fixed maximum number of34
variables in each quantifier group. The lowest level of this subproblem hierarchy is just the famous H.W.Lenstra35
Jr. theorem [13] on the polynomial algorithm for ILP with a fixed number of variables. As was shown in [5]36
this result provides us with polynomial algorithms for various practical graph problems when we fix the value of37
some natural parameter of a given graph. In other words, there was proved the fixed-parameter tractability of38
these problems by rewriting each one as an instance of ILP. In this paper, we will prove NP-hardness of some39
problems from the extensions of ?PA.40

The time-complexity of ?PA extended with thedivisibility relation | ( ) x y z y x z â??” ? = ?41
was studied in [12,14]. For this problem we will use the abbreviation ?PAD. In non-deterministic polynomial42

time the problem is reducible to the consistency in non-negative integers of a system of linear divisibilities of the43
form,0 ,1 1 , ,0 ,1 1 , 1 ( ...| ... ). m i i i n n i i i n n i a a x a x b b x b x = + + + + + + ?(1)44
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3 [?]

L.Lipshitz in [14] proved that this problem is NPcomplete for every fixed number of divisibilities m?5, whereas45
the general problem, as was shown in [12] by A.Lechner, J.Ouaknine and J.Worrell, is in NEXPTIME.46

The exact complexity of ?PAD remains an open problem, and the answer is of considerable interest as it will47
effect on the related problems of formal verification (see, for example, [3,11]). Some NP-complete problems with48
an arbitrary number of divisibilities but with restrictions on the values of the coefficients of linear polynomials49
are presented in [10].50

One of the possible approaches to solve this problem is to establish complexity of some intermediate theories,51
that is, simultaneously extensions of ?PA and subclasses of ?PAD. This question has not been studied apparently52
because of the common belief that ?PAD is in NP citing the paper [14]. This inaccuracy was firstly pointed at53
by the authors of [12]. For example, the paper [4] The object of consideration of this paper is the complexity of54
linear systems with coprimeness relation of the form,0 ,1 1 , ,0 ,1 1 , 1 (55

... ... ).m i i i n n i i i n n i a a x a x b b x b x = + + + ? + + + ?(2)56
We will further prove NP-hardness of a system of linear coprimeness and discoprimeness for linear polynomials57

with not greater than one non-zero coefficient in each polynomial. Formally, this system has form1 2 1 1 ( ) ( )58
( ( ) ( )), m m i i j j i j f x g x f x g x = = ? ? ¬ ? ? ?(3)59

where ??=( )and each linear polynomial (??), (??) has the form for some[1, ]. j n ?60
From this result we can derive NP-hardness of the decision problem for the existential theory of natural61

numbers for with coprimeness relation ?Th??;S,??.62
Note that all thus defined problems on simultaneous coprimeness of values of linear polynomials can be63

rewritten in a form of a system of divisibilities of values of linear polynomials. One has to introduce new64
variables to use the following formulas:( | |1 ) ( ) (2 | 2 | ). x y u x u y u x y v v x v y ? â??” ? ? + ¬ ? â??” ?65
+ ? +(4)66

II. Two NP-Hard Problems for the Simultaneous Coprimeness of Values of Linear Polynomials67
By natural numbers we will further assume nonnegative integers ?= {0, 1, 2 ?}. As it was defined in the68

introduction, the relation x y69
? on natural numbers is true iff the greatest common divisor of x and y equals , thus we have (0 0) ¬ ? and70

that for every x ? the formula 1 x ? is true. We can now define a series of problems, depending on the parameter71
. k ?72

2 Simultaneous Coprimeness of values of Linear Polynomials in73

the interval [k, k+1] (?LP[k, k+1]). INPUT: A set of m pairs74

of (n+1)-dimensional vectors (( ),(75

))with natural entries for[1, ]. i m ? QUESTION: Is the linear system ,0 ,1 1 , ,0 ,1 1 , 1 (76
... ... )m i i i n n i i i n n i a a x a x b b x b x = + + + ? + + + ? consistent in natural numbers from the77

interval [k, k+1]? Let ?03LP[k, k+1] be a subproblem of ?LP[k, k+1]78
in which each pair of coprime linear polynomials contains one with exactly three non-zero coefficients and the79

other is a natural number.Theorem 1. For every k ? the problem ?03LP[k, k+1] is NP-complete.80
Proof. That the problem is in the class NP is obvious because every variable takes it values from the given81

interval of natural numbers.82
To prove NP-hardness of ?03LP[k, k+1] we will construct a polynomial reduction of ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT83

from [6] to our problem. The truth of exactly one literal in every clause can be expressed via expression,1,2 ,384
3 (3 2)85

.i i i k k x x x + ? + +(5)86
Logical constants true and false are encoded respectively by numbers k+1 and k. Every negated literal ¬x is87

substituted in the corresponding expression by a new variable x’ and we add to the system three new expressions388
(3 2) ’ 3 (3 2) ’ 3 (3 2) , k k x x u k k x x v k k u v w + ? + + + ? + + + ? + + (6) ?? 1 , ? , ?? ?? ð�??”ð�??”89
?? ð�??”ð�??” ?? ?? ??=??+190

a ??,0 +a ???? ?? ?? the successor functiona i,O, a i, 1, ? , a i,n ?? i,0 , ?? i,1 ,?, ?? i,n91
of ?PAD has the following sentences: ”In [5] the algorithm of [4] is made into decision procedure of class NP:92

hence each subdivisibility set is in the class NP.93

3 [?]94

Here we focus on other structural properties of these sets [?]”. In [8,9] it was proved NP-completeness for some95
kinds of systems of linear congruences ?, incongruences ? and dis-equations ?, supplemented in some cases with96
geometric interpretations.97

Here we use the notationGCD( , ) 1, x y x y ? â??” = where GCD( , )98
x y is the greatest common divisor of nonnegative integers and , assuming(0 0). ¬ ?99
The problem of consistency of the linear system (2) will be denoted as SIMULTANEOUS COPRIMENESS100

OF LINEAR POLYNOMIALS (?LP). We will state the NPcompleteness of a series of ?LP problems with the101
values of the variables taken from an interval of nonnegative integers. The relation102
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4 [ , ]103

x a b ? is existentially definable using equality predicate. As a corollary, we get NP-hardness of the decision104
problems for existential theories of natural numbers with addition, equality and coprimeness relation and also its105
restriction to the theory without equality. It is not known whether the equality predicate is definable even106
in universal theory. It was only proved in [17] (see also the survey [16]) that the definability of equality107
within arithmetic with addition and coprimeness is equivalent to the truth of the number-theoretic Erdös-Woods108
conjecture.109

x y110

5 = x y111

We therefore can conclude that each NP-hard problem mentioned above is in NEXPTIME complexity class. The112
simple definition of coprimeness in terms of divisibilities suggests that ?Th??;S,?? can be proved to be in the113
class NP using the complexity analysis of the ?PAD decision problem from [12]. This possibility is discussed in114
some concluding remarks after the ?Th??;S,?? NPhardness proof. i i i i i u b u x b a ¬ ? ? ? + ?115

Thus, for every SI instance we have constructed the instance of ?&Dis?LP of the form1 1 ( ( )) ( ). m m i i i i116
i i i u x b a u b = = ? + ? ? ¬ ? ? ?(7)117

As this construction takes not greater than polynomial number of steps of a Turing machine, the problem118
?&Dis?LP is NP-hard. Corollary 1 from the Theorem 2. The problem ?&Dis?LP is NP-hard.119

Note that in fact we have proved a stronger theorem as every coefficient in the constructed system (7) equals120
to one. This provides us with one subclass of ?Th??;S,?? formulas with NP-hard decision problem. We will state121
some corollaries from these two theorems, concerning complexity of decision problems for existential theories in122
the following section.123

6 III. Some Corollaries on the Time-Complexity of the Decision124

Problems for Existential Theories with Coprimeness Relation125

The problems ?LP[k, k+1] and ?&Dis?LP can be interpreted as problems of validity in natural numbers for some126
classes of existentially closed formulas of the first-order language for coprimeness with addition or with successor127
function. We should only take care of the length of each formula that corresponds to an instance of ?LP[k,128
k+1] or ?&Dis?LP. Let us first prove some lemmas on the definability of certain predicates in the theories with129
coprimeness. Lemma 1. The relations =0 and =1 on natural numbers are existentially definable by successor130
and the coprimeness relation. x y ?131

Proof. These definitions are: 1 x x x = â??” ? and 0 1 1 . x x x = â??” + ? + Lemma 2.n a = ? ? ? ? As132
the relation x 0 =1 is definable, we can define x 1 =2, x 2 =4, x 3 =8? x n =2 n by the formulas a i,O, a i, 1, ?133
, a i,n ?? i,0 , ?? i,1 ,?, ?? i,n {(( ),( ))}for a i,O, a i, 1, ? , a i,n ?? i,0 , ?? i,1 ,?, ?? i,n a ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??134
??=??+1 a a135

Proof. To prove the NP-hardness of the problem, we will construct a polynomial reduction of a special case136
of SIMULTANEOUS INCONGRUENCES problem which is named ”anti-Chinese remainder theorem” in [1]. It137
could be seen from the NP-completeness proof in [1], that every modulus in a system is square-free and its value138
is bounded polynomially in the number of the incongruences. This follows from the fact that in the polynomial139
reduction from 3SAT to SI, there were generated first n primes for every propositional variable from the instance140
of 3SAT and every modulus of the corresponding SI instance did not exceed p n p n-1 p n-2 . Thus the proof141
from [1] implicitly gives us the NPcompleteness of the following problem.142

.n i i i k x x k = ? ? ? + ? The predicate x y143
? is definable by the formula with equality: ( ). u x u y ? + = From Lemma 2 it follows that every linear term144

( ) i f x and ( ) i g x can be defined by a formula of polynomial size on the length of the binary representation145
of the integer coefficients. Thus, introducing n new variables we construct in polynomial time a formula from146
?Th??;+,=,?? which is true iff the given instance ?LP[k, k+1] is solvable.147

We thus have a series of NP-complete subproblems of the decision problem of ?Th??;+,=,?? and NP-hardness148
of the general decision problem of this theory.149

Corollary 3 from the Theorem 1. The problem ?LP is NPhard. Proof. Consider the formulas from the proof150
of Theorem 1 in the case of k=0. The system has form:,1 ,2 ,3 1 0 m i i i i x x x = ? + + ?(8)151

proved by restriction to the NP-complete problem of the consistency in natural numbers of a system of the152
form (8).153

As the relation =0 is definable by Lemma 1 in the theory ?Th??;+,??, and the coefficients of linear polynomials154
from (8) all equal one, we immediately get the following corollary. Corollary 4 from the Theorem 1. The decision155
problem of the theory ?Th??;+,?? is NP-hard.156

Corollary 2 from the Theorem 2. The decision problem of the theory ?Th??;S,?? is NP-hard. Proof. To prove157
NP-hardness we can continue the polynomial reduction presented in the proof of Theorem 2. The relation =1158
is definable in the considered theory, and therefore the unary relation ¬( ? ) is also definable for every positive159
integer a. As every natural number from the formula ( 7) is represented in unary, each polynomial a+x can be160
rewritten in the form ? ... . a times SS S x By taking existential closure of every formula of the form (7) we161
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7 IV. CONCLUSION

define some formula from ?Th??;S,??. This concludes the polynomial reduction of SI to the decision problem of162
?Th??; S,??.163

A natural question is whether the decision problems considered above are in fact NP-complete. As every164
formula of these theories can be rewritten as a ?PAD formula, one can go through the complexity analysis of the165
?PAD decision procedure from [12] for some restricted class of formulas. In conclusion, we will give some remarks166
corresponding NP membership of the decision problem for ?Th??;S,?? formulas.167

7 IV. Conclusion168

Two easily formulated number-theoretic problems for coprimeness relation on natural numbers were defined in169
the first section. The problem of consistency of a coprimeness system of the form (2) was shown NP-complete170
on every interval [k, k+1] of natural numbers. The related problem of consistency in natural numbers of a171
coprimeness and discoprimeness system of the form (3) was proved NP-hard when the linear polynomials have172
not greater than one non-zero coefficient.173

We then derive some corollaries from these two theorems. There was established NP-hardness of the existential174
theories of natural numbers for coprimeness with addition ?Th??;+,?? and for coprimeness with successor175
function ?Th??;S,??. These problems naturally arise in such fields of computer science as formal verification176
or cryptography. As it is not known whether the relation of equality is definable by addition and coprimeness,177
we have to independently consider the theory without equality. Let us define the problem ?LP as the problem178
of consistency in natural numbers of a system of coprime values of linear polynomials. That is, unlike ?LP[k,179
k+1], this problem does not have any restriction on the values of the variables. As the formulation of ?LP is very180
similar to the one of ?LP[k, k+1], we do not give it explicitly. The pairs of coprime polynomials in the proof181
given below will provide us with the NP-hardness proof for the decision problem of the corresponding theory182
without equality.183

For every natural number, we have 0 1, x x ? â??” = therefore the restriction on the variables [0,1] i x ?184
is necessary satisfied. NP-hardness of ?LP is Note that we use in this corollary that the problem ?LP remains185
NP-complete even in the case of the unary representation of the coefficients of polynomials in a system from its186
instance. Let us now consider formulas of the theory ?Th??;S,?? with the successor function in place of addition.187
The formula (7) provides us with the following It could be an interesting problem i to determine whether if188
?Th??;S,?? is in NP and the same question in Year 2017 1 2

Year 2017
22
)
( H
which considers existentially definable subsets

Figure 1:
189

1© 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Simultaneous Coprimeness and Discoprimeness of
values of Linear Polynomials(?& Dis?LP) INPUT: Two sets of (m 1 + m 2 ) pairs of (n+1)-dimensional vectors: 1 [1, ] i m ? Year

2017
and {(( ),( ))}for j 2

[1,
]
m
?

with

natural entries.
QUESTION: Is the system
1 m
1 = ? i ( i a ,0 + ,1 1 a x i ... + + , i n n a x b b x ,0 ,1 1 i i ? + ...

+
+

, i
n
n
b
x

) ?

2 m
1 = ¬ ( ? j a j ,0 + ,1 1 a x j ... + + ,

j
n
n
a
x
b
?

j ,0 + ,1
1
b
x
j

...
+
+

,
j
n
n
b
x

)

consistent in natural numbers?
Let ?&Dis?11LP be a subproblem of

?&Dis?LP such that each linear polynomial has not
greater than one non-zero coefficient and every
coefficient and constant term is represented in unary. Theorem 2. The problem ?&Dis?11LP is NP-hard. ( )

H
Simultaneous Incongruences (SI ) (Implicit in [1, Theorem
5.5.7]
INPUT: A set of ordered pairs ( )

of
pos-
i-
tive
in-
te-
gers,

represented in unary, with

Figure 2:
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a times SS S x written on the tape of a Turing machine as the string a+x for the integer a represented in binary.190
Introducing new variables u i and v i while rewriting every coprimeness formula in the form of divisibility formula191
using the formulas (4), we get a ?PAD instance of rather convenient for the subsequent complexity analysis form.192
Every linear polynomial has form a+x, and the formula is already increasing (in the sense of [12]) with respect193
to the total ordering194

variables. An attempt to apply the ?PAD decision procedure from [12] on such restricted class of divisibility195
formulas to get an NP upper bound could be the subject of the subsequent research.196
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